CommonWell members are working together to define the future of nationwide
interoperability and to help health care providers and individuals have access
to health information – when they need it, wherever their care occurred and
regardless of who provided that care.
CommonWell Health Alliance® is open to all
organizations who are aligned with our vision
to make health data accessible, helping
to improve care coordination and health
outcomes. Members today range from health
systems to non-profits, government agencies
to health IT vendors and much more.
When you become a member of CommonWell,
you are demonstrating your commitment to
help providers and individuals have access
to health information – when they need it,
wherever their care occurred and regardless
of who provided that care.

Guide our Growth

Guide the evolution of our services, specifications,
design and policies to further our nationwide scale.

Drive Innovation

Propose and create new CommonWell service
offerings and use cases to improve data access.

Shape the Industry

Engage with leaders across the health care industry
who are redefining what it means to be interoperable.

Be a Game Changer

Join 80+ diverse organizations embracing our
culture of innovation, integrity, inclusiveness
and transparency.

“As a CommonWell Service Adopter, MEDITECH can help steer connectivity
initiatives in the right direction, giving care organizations access to services
that reach far beyond one EHR system, one healthcare organization, and
one community. With every successful deployment, our vision for universal,
interoperable care becomes clearer.”

Hoda Sayed-Friel

Executive Vice President
MEDITECH

Membership Options

There are different degrees of commitment to the Alliance Vision and Mission. An organization can become an Alliance Member,
which is best for those organizations that are not yet ready to or do not intend to adopt CommonWell Services. For those
organizations that are ready to participate in data exchange, we recommend signing up as a CommonWell Service Adopter, which
comes with Contributor Member privileges and a commitment to utilizing and offering our services to your stakeholders and clients.

CommonWell Service Adopters

CommonWell Service Adopters are members committed
to connecting to the network and building CommonWell
Services into their software. Members who adopt services
also become Contributor Members of the Alliance,
allowing them to actively participate in committees where
they can both influence and vote on the direction of the
Alliance and our service offerings.

CommonWell General Members

CommonWell membership is open to all organizations that share
our vision that health IT must be inherently interoperable. General
Members are those organizations that are not yet ready to or do not
intend to adopt CommonWell Services. Members are encouraged
to participate in Alliance activities and committees, including
providing input on committee discussions and proposals.

As CommonWell Health Alliance is a not-for-profit funded by membership fees, annual dues will be based upon an organization’s
annual U.S. Health Information Technology (HIT) revenue.

Annual U.S.
HIT Revenue
NPOs, Government Agencies & Providers

Service + Membership Fees*
(Service Adopter)

Membership-Only Fees
(General Member)

NA

$2,500

$7,500

$2,500

$5–10M

$10,000

$5,000

$10–25M

$15,000

$5,000

$25–50M

$25,000

$10,000

$50–100M

$40,000

$15,000

< $5M

$100–250M

$75,000

$25,000

$250–500M

$125,000

$25,000

$500M–1B

$185,000

$35,000

$1–3B

$275,000

$50,000

> $3B

$450,000

$50,000

Rates current as of Feb. 15, 2022.

CommonWell ConnectorsTM: For Service Adopters that provide interoperability services as intermediaries (CommonWell Connector),
the annual U.S. HIT Revenue tier is calculated as the CommonWell Connector’s annual U.S. HIT revenue plus the annual U.S. HIT
revenue of their connected clients.
Multiple Purposes of Use: For Service Adopters who are looking to provide CommonWell services across multiple Permitted Uses
(e.g., Treatment, Patient Access, etc.), additional pricing options may apply. Please contact us to discuss details.
Certification and Onboarding Fee: All Service Adopters will also be charged a one-time Certification and Onboarding fee of $50,000
to validate compliance with the Specification and connectivity to the Services.
*Carequality Connection: Fees for “Service + Membership” include Carequality Implementer fees paid by the Alliance to allow
CommonWell Service Adopters data exchange access to the Carequality Framework.
Additional terms and conditions apply.

Learn More About How to Participate at www.commonwellalliance.org
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